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In 2015 Kirstall were successful in receiving recognition from the ECIA for their 
innovation to training for which we are extremely grateful. Our level of training has 
always been well received by our employee’ as being worthwhile because of its 
complexity and in depth course content. Many of our core contract tradesmen reside 
outside the United Kingdom the majority being Czech Republic or Slovakian with a 
lesser group coming from Poland. We have managed the language barriers by 
appointing a full time European Manager Jan Babarik from Slovakia and a Polish 
Administration / Costing engineer Sebastian Loranty who is also on hand to aid with any 
Polish translation. 

 
I first delivered in house training courses to our Czech and Polish workers back in 
2011utilising the translation skills of Mr Babarik who held the position of site supervisor 
back then, the courses were much shorter as these had not been ratified by the ECITB 
and the content was centred round our own business. In 2014 I myself and the training 
development manager visited the workforce from the Czech Republic and Slovakia at 
two locations the first being Brno and the second Ostrava to deliver the new ECITB 
approved training courses to the key personnel of our extensive database. The courses 
were delivered by myself in English and translated into Czech by Jan proving to be both 
tedious and time consuming due to its extended content to meet ECITB standards. 
Eventually we delivered all the training having taken many breaks to help maintain the 
level of attention of the delegates. With this in mind after development of our latest 
training course Tray Installation we have translated the power point presentation slides 
into Czech language and in July 2015 we sent our trainers across to the Czech 
Republic by road taking with them the tray installation mobile unit. Jan was also on hand 
to deliver the power point and assist with translation during the practical exercises. The 
training was better received by the groups as the delivery time was halved and the 
delegate feedback was that they felt they had taken more on board as they could read 
the slides for themselves and digress the information being given. We are now planning 
to translate all Kirstall training into Czech language before the refresher dates in 2017. 
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